
Nomenclature

major and minor axis of elliptical whirling orbits,a,b !
respectively

A area of cross-section!
bearing matrix[B] !

C bearing clearance!
cross-coupled bearing damping coefficientsCxy,Cyx !

direct bearing damping coefficientCxx,Cyy !

direct bearing foundation damping coefficientsCfxx,Cfyy !

cross-coupled bearing foundation damping coef-Cfxy,Cfyx !

ficients

d diameter of the shaft!
D diameter of the disk!

diameter of the bearingDb !
disk matrix[D] !
eccentricity of the disk in X and Y directions, re-e"x#, e"y# !
spectively

E Young’s modulus of rotor!
EI bending stiffness!
G shear modulus!
h disk thickness!

transverse and polar mass moments of inertia ofId, Ip !

the disk, respectively

j imaginary unit!
transverse and polar area moments of inertia ofI,J !
the rotor, respectively

form factorKs !
cross-coupled bearing stiffness coefficientsKxy,Kyx !

direct bearing stiffness coefficientsKxx,Kyy !

direct bearing foundation stiffness coefficientsKfxx,Kfyy !

cross-coupled bearing foundation stiffness coef-Kfxy,Kfyx !

ficients

l length of the rotor segment!
length of the bearingLb !

m mass of the rotor segment for unit length!
mass at the supported bearingmb !
mass of the unbalanceme !

mass of the diskMd !
bending moments about X and Y axes, respec-Mx,My !

tively

shear forces along X and Y axes, respectivelyQx,Qy !

radius of the whirlrw !
state vectors[S] !
transfer matrix[T] !
displacement along X and Y axis, respectivelyX,Y !
slopes in X-Z and Y-Z planes, respectively!," !
slopes in X-Z and Y-Z planes due to shear, re-!t,"t !
spectively

slopes in X-Z and Y-Z planes due to bending, re-!b,"b !
spectively

rotating and whirling speeds, respectively#,$ !
mass density% !
coefficients of viscosity& !

Subscripts

associated to cosine and sine terms, respectivelyC,S !
stage number0,n !

Superscripts

left and right to the station, respectivelyL,R !
t transpose of the array!

1. INTRODUCTION

The transfer matrix method (TMM) can be used to solve

dynamic problems in the frequency domain, which makes it

suitable for analysing the steady-state responses of rotor-

bearing systems with satisfactory accuracy. The TMM was

first applied to a rotor-bearing system by Prohl,1 who consid-

ered rigid bearing characteristics and four state variables.

However, subsequently, this concept has been modified by

incorporating the dynamic characteristics, such as stiffness

and damping coefficients of fluid-film bearings, into the

analysis. Kikuchi2 and Lund3,4 made a significant advance-

ment by including the effects of gyroscopics, internal friction,
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A complex transfer matrix method is developed in the present work for analysing the steady-state response of

linear rotor-bearing systems in the frequency domain. The transfer matrix of the shaft segment is derived by con-

sidering the state variables of the shaft in, a continuous system sense, to give the most general formulation. In

this analysis, all the influencing parameters of the shaft, disk, and bearings are included. A three-disks-rotor-

bearings system has been used as the physical model to demonstrate the effectiveness of this matrix formulation

for the evaluation of the dynamic characteristics of any rotor-bearing system. In order to establish the accuracy

of this technique, experiments are also conducted on the same rotor-disks model under various bearing condi-

tions as used in the numerical analysis. The numerical results evaluated by various researchers are also com-

pared with these experimental results.
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